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Making crystals by design is the 
paradigm of crystal engineering 
[1]. The goal of this field of 
research is that of assembling 
functionalized molecular and 
ionic components into a target 
network of supramolecular 
interactions [2]. This “bottom-

up” process generates collective supramolecular properties 
from the convolution of the physical and chemical 
properties of the individual building blocks with the 
periodicity and symmetry operators of the crystal [3]. 
One can envisage two main subareas of crystale 
engineering, namely of coordination networks and of 
molecular materials, even though all possible intermediate 
situations are possible. The preparation of coordination 
networks or polymers can be appropriately described as 
periodical coordination chemistry and exploit the 
possibility of divergent ligan-metal coordination, as 
opposed to the more traditional convergent coordination 
chemistry operated by chemating polydentate ligands.  
While in periodical coordination chemistry it is useful to 
focus on the knots and spacers in order to describe the 
topology of the networks, when dealing with molecular 
materials what matters most are the characteristics of the 
component molecules or ions and the type of interactions 
holding these building blocks  together.  
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The realisation that metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) 
can be robust, porous materials has led to an explosion of 
interest in these compounds.  The first part of the 
presentation will focus on the synthesis of MOFs and 
demonstrate how the structure of the isolated product 
depends on factors such as solvent purity, temperature and  
pH [1].  Reactions of zinc(II), cadmium(II) and cobalt(II) 
with di- and tri-carboxylates will be described and the  
 
structures obtained discussed.  The second part of the 
presentation will concentrate on the use of non-

carboxylate ligands in the synthesis of MOFs.  One- and 
two-dimensional networks formed from bis(β-diketonate) 
ligands will be described, as will products formed from 
mixed-donor ligands containing a β-diketonate 
functionality in addition to a cyano or pyridyl group [2].  
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The chemical and structural diversity of porphyrins allows 
us to reasonably control their self-assembly process and to 
alter systematically the composition, topology, porosity 
and functionality of the supramolecular arrays that 
form.[1] The crystal engineering approach represents an 
attractive “bottom-up” strategy to tailoring ordered lattice 
materials and organic zeolite analogs from suitably 
functionalised tetraarylporphyrin building blocks.  
In this work, targeted synthesis of framework coordination 
polymers was achieved by reacting the meso-substituted 
(3-carboxyphenyl)- and (4-carboxyphenyl)-porphyrin 
scaffolds with common salts of lanthanide metal ions.[2] 
The large size, high coordination numbers and strong 
affinity of the latter for oxo ligands, combined with 
favourable hydrothermal conditions, allowed the 
formation of open three-dimensional single-framework 
architectures by coordination poly-merisation. In the 
polymeric arrays the tetra-dentate porphyrin units are 
inter-coordinated in three dimensions by multi-nuclear 
assemblies of the bridging metal ions. The latter serve as 
construction pillars of the supramolecular arrays, affording 
stable structures.  
These materials reveal several modes of polymerisation, 
which differ by the spatial functionality of the porphyrin 
building blocks, coordination patterns of the lanthanide-
carboxylate assemblies and the topology of the resulting 
frameworks.[3] All structures exhibit, periodically spaced 
channel voids that perforate the polymeric architectures 
and are accessible to other molecular components.   

 
Typical view of the 3D polymeric structure down the 

coordination pillars. 
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One of the aims of crystal engineering is to produce 
crystalline materials with predictable and reproducible 
supramolecular interactions.  While the most common of 
the latter is probably the hydrogen bond (often used to 
generate organic as well as inorganic frameworks) a 
number of other interactions are also possible.  However, 
changes in experimental conditions may have a strong 
influence on the materials produced, making 
reproducibility difficult to achieve. 
We have recently prepared a series of metal-organic 
framework and network materials using a series of 
phenylamine and pyridine derivatives with transition 
metals and lanthanides. The same component compounds 
can be used to prepare network structures, inorganic-
organic layered structures or even simple salts.  Changes 
in conditions (eg. pH or temperature) are critical in 
determining the type of material obtained. This paper will 
discuss some of the well-ordered metal organic networks 
and layered compounds we have prepared, with a 
particular emphasis on those produced using Co(NO3)2 
and 4,4’-bipyridine-N,N’-dioxide and those produced 
using a novel scorpion-like ligand.  We have found that 
moderation of reaction temperature and variation in 
solvent mixtures results in a wide variety of different 
crystalline compounds being formed.  Compounds have 
been characterised by single crystal and powder X-ray 
diffraction.  Their thermal stability and decomposition 
behaviour have been studied using Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry, Thermogravimetry and Hot Stage 
Microscopy.  Guest-exchange reactions in channel 
compounds have been followed by means of powder x-ray 
diffraction. 
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Organic-inorganic hybrid metal phosphates have exhibited 
a variety of interesting open-framework structures  as well 
as a wide range of applications such the traditinal use in 
catalysis, gas sorption and ion exchange and modern 
modern low-k materials, zeolite-dye micro-laser, or even 
inorganic phosphor. Recently, we have investigated the 
tetrahedral zinc phosphate materials and discovered 
several phases with distinctive microporous structures and 
interesting photo luminescence property. Herein, we report 
the NTHU-n  series (n = 1-5) which include a neutral 24-
ring channel structure, a novel three-dimensional highly 
porous organic-inorganic hybrid framework with bimodal 
porosity, an elastic layered lattice with capability of 
molecular recognition by encapsulating supramolecular 
molecules, a unique mixed-metal zincophosphate with 
intrinsic yellow/white emission, and the first 26-ring 
channel structure of mixed metal phosphites.  
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